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What is the first thing
you do when you put
a web server online?



ANSWER:

https://www.ssllabs.com/ssltest/



SSLLabs has made
 the internet

a safer place



for web sites with https



What is the first thing
you do when you put

an email server online?



ANSWER:

https://??????



Wouldn't that be great?



a tool to check

SMTP
IMAP
POP3

HTTPS
...



Wouldn't that be great?



ANSWER:

YES

and guess what, we have something
for you \o/



The magnificient

Automated
Email Server Tester



Name TBD



What does it do?



company.com OK

Host:

TLS & DNS analysis 
report



How can you use it?



As a private person

See if your email provider
does things the right way



As a company

See if your email servers
do things the right way



Email security is vital

It's one of the places
likely to be attacked



Note:

Our focus is email server infrastructure



Brief History
of the Project



Like any good project,
we too started with a

Proof of Concept TM



Thanks to our sponsors!



Goal:

Get something running.
Asap.



Features of the PoC:



DNS record analysis

TLSA
CAA

DMARC
SPF



Basic TLS analysis

using an 
open source PHP tool

https://github.com/RaymiiOrg/ssl-decoder



Rails App

SSL Decoder PHP

User

HTML HTML

ARCHITECTURE | PoC











Problems



SSL Decoder is good for bootstrapping

But we need more control eventually



We can't check DKIM

without an actual email



DKIM DNS record lookup:

<selector>._domainkey.<domain>

e.g.

guessme._domainkey.example.org



The selector may change
and is not guessable a priori



We need an email
 from that domain

to learn the selector!



Phase II



How could we solve the
DKIM issue?



ANSWER:

Use the grandfather of REST APIs
The venerable

“send an email, get an email back”

web service



Turning fallbacks into featuresTM



Actually, sending an email
does feel natural in this context!



Again thanks to our sponsors!



New problem:

How do we make a nice email report?



By not doing it!

We send a simple response including
a link to the HTML report



Next problem:

We don't store the results

(and we never will, privacy and all...)



Solution:

Cache with Expiration



Rails App

User

HTML HTML

ARCHITECTURE | PHASE II

node.js nodemailer Postfix

Email

REST
Text
   with link

Email

Redis Cache

JSON



Async Processing of emails



Email
 |

Background Job
|

Cache Result
|

Send Mail with Link
|

Request with Link
|

Fetch Cached Result
|

Display HTML for Result



Big New Feature #2

Evaluation



In the PoC, we collected
data and displayed it
without assessing it



Data Collection

Request

Data Evaluation

Presentation

REQUEST PROCESSING STAGES



Where to go
from here?



Data Collection

Request

Data Evaluation

Presentation

FUTURE REQUEST
PROCESSING STAGES

Evaluation Scoring



Evaluation and Scoring

implies

Need for Explanation

implies

Documentation & Education



API access for easy integration



Command Line Interface

(offline!!!)



Cover all TLS-based protocols



Feature Parity

with SSLLabs, MxToolbox etc.



Our tool is open source
and

we want to create a community



To build it, we need

Sponsors
Partnerships

Expert Knowledge



Domain Experts
for evaluation & scoring



Together, we can build
the ultimate

“SSLLabs for Email”



Even better, the ultimate

“SSLLabs for TLS”



THANK YOU
https://email.secureluxembourg.lu

(email/secure)

mailto:contact@emailmadein.lu
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